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KUDOS: VRCA Awards of Excellence
mark 30th anniversary
October gala will celebrate three decades of
continuity and change in local construction industry
By Peter Caulfield

T

he Vancouver Regional
Construction Association’s Awards of Excellence is celebrati ng its 30th
anniversary in 2018.
T his year, 49 Silver Award
winners were selected in 15 project categories (see story on pages
B3–B5). After having been feted
at a reception at MNP Tower
in Vancouver on September 27,
the Silver Award winners will
be honoured at the Awards of
Excellence gala on October 23 at
Vancouver Convention Centre
West.
At the gala, one Silver Award
winner from each project category will be announced as the
Gold Award winner in their respective categories.
Fiona Famulak, president of the
Vancouver Regional Construction Association (VRCA) – the
host organization of the awards
– said the VRCA team and volunteer judges are responsible for
delivering all logistics associated with the event, from calling
for nominations to judging and
hosting the gala celebration.
The VRCA includes 740 member companies. From the membership, event organizers expect
approximately 650 individuals
to attend the Awards of Excellence gala.
“Our industry builds complex,
state-of-the-art structures,”
said Famulak. “Its ingenuity and
achievements notwithstanding,”
the sector as a whole is “down-toearth” and not given to splashy
self-promotion – so VRCA makes
a point of giving the industry’s
achievements the public recognition they deserve, she said.
Famulak said she continues to
be impressed by the scale and
complexity of the projects that
VRCA’s members tackle every
day.
“Not only did we see a record
number of entries this year, but
we saw examples of our industry stepping up to face new and
unique challenges,” she said.
“Many of this year’s winners
are leading the way in reducing
the environmental impact of
projects through use of new
materials and technologies that
both enhance the quality of projects and drive value to owners.”
Fa mu l a k s a id pa r t of t h i s
year’s gala will be devoted to

recognizing the last 30 years of
the awards and the people who
have been part of the event, such
as Joe Burnett, who was the first
chairman of the awards committee, and Bob Proctor, who is this
year’s co-chairman.
The 2018 Awards of Excellence
judges are, in alphabetical order:
Peter Bazilewich, Amanda Caverly, Tony Everett (co-chairman),
Mel Flathen, Dolphe Hoffman,
Steve McConnell, Bob Proctor
(co-chairman), Rick Stockstad
and Bob Tomyk.
“This year, we received a recordsetting 205 nominations with a
total construction value of more
than $2 billion,” said co-chairman
Everett. “As judges, we were impressed by how companies overcame a range of challenges, from
engineering and design firsts
to building in difficult weather
conditions.”
Everett has deep roots in the
Awards of Excellence.
“W h i le work i ng for V RCA
member company Steels Industrial Products [now part of Brock
White Construction Materials],
I worked on various association committees for 40 years
and eventually became [board]
chairman in the early 1990s,” he
said. “The awards program kept
me in touch with all of our members with whom I had developed
close business and personal relationships over the years.”
Everett has been co-chairman
of the Awa rds of Excel lence
Committee for the past 10 years.
Every year the committee visits
many of the project sites that
members want to showcase to
the industry, he said. Project
teams are interviewed in June
and July.
Everett has fond memories of
the continuing personal relationships he’s formed with his
fellow Awards of Excellence
volunteers.
“Over the years my fellow judges and I have visited and learned
about a variety of innovative
projects, such as BC Place, the
Vancouver Convention Centre
and the Alex Fraser Bridge.
“It gives me great pride to see
that our efforts culminate in our
awards ceremony held every year
and to see it grow and improve in
substance and acceptance.”
The quality of the submissions
has improved greatly over the
years, Everett said.

Tony Everett gives his chairman’s speech at the 2017 VRCA Awards of Excellence |

Interviews consist of a PowerPoint presentation, oftentimes
supported by a site visit, he said,
adding that the judges make their
decisions based on how the project, including its presentation,
fared against specific judging
criteria.
Over the years the projects that
are submitted to the Awards of
Excellence judging committee
have featured the latest technical
and environmental innovations,
such as geothermal heat source
and super-efficient mechanical
and electrical systems.
“Many of the larger companies have thei r ow n i n-house
innovation teams that create
challenging architectural and
engineering parameters that result in the very best in sustainable construction techniques,”
said Everett. “A lot of the projects
offer innovative value-engineering features that result in better
value and shorter completion
times.”
Everett said the future will
bring even more exciting changes
to the construction industry and
the Awards of Excellence.
“The goal in the next 30 years
will be to make our cities more
attractive and livable. We all
want ... to raise our families in
a clean environment with close,
efficient proximity to where we
work.”
For the moment, Everett is
happy to be part of a construction
industry that provides jobs with
excellent career opportunities.
“I’m happy to see that we are

Tony Everett, Co-chairman, VRCA Awards of Excellence

The goal in the next 30 years will be to make our cities more attractive and
livable. We all want ... to raise our families in a clean environment with close,
efficient proximity to where we work

drawing many new and younger
men and women to our industry,” he said.
30-year evolution
Brian Martin, a former editor
of the Journal of Commerce, a
western Canadian construction newspaper, was present at
the creation of the Awards of
Excellence.
“I was one of the people who
founded the awards on behalf of
the Journal of Commerce,” said
Martin. “Initially there was one
award for a general contractor,
and in subsequent years it grew
from there.”
He recalled that the first winner
was Dominion Construction for
the MacDonald Dettwiler building in Richmond.
“The program began because
[then president] Allan Bennett,
who was chairman of the [Amalgamated Construction Association, now the VRCA] at the time,
was of the opinion that architects
received a great deal of publicity
for new buildings, but the contractors who actually built them
received very little mention,” said
Martin. “He asked the Journal of
Commerce to sponsor the awards
program. I was chairman of the
awards committee for 25 years.”
Another member of the awards
committee, Dolphe Hoffman, has
been a major part of the event
since the beginning.
“I was an assistant to Allan
Bennett, who at the time was
president of the Amalgamated
Construction Association, now
the VRCA,” said Hoffman. “I was
asked to develop the submission
criteria for the first awards, and
I’ve been on the awards judging
committee ever since.”
Hoffman said the awards have
evolved during the time he has
been involved with the event.
“In the beginning there was
o n ly a ge n e ra l c o n t ra c to rs

Joern Rohde/VRCA

award,” he said. “In the early
1990s, we began to give awards
to the trades. That was followed
by awards to mechanical and
electrical contractors, and then
manufacturers and suppliers.”
Hoffman said he has seen many
changes in the local construction
industry in the past 30 years: different types of concrete, more
emphasis on safety, new building materials and techniques,
and more emphasis on energy
efficiency.
“Despite the many changes, the
basic criteria for submissions to
the awards committee haven’t
changed that much, except for
the addition of environmental
criteria,” he said.
The Journal of Commerce, which
under then-editor Brian Martin
was one of the prime movers of
the original Awards of Excellence, continues to play an important part in the event.
“The awards celebrate the best
of the best, and it is right that
the winning companies are recognized by the construction industry and by the wider Lower
Mainland business community,”
said today’s Journal editor, Vince
Versace.
Versace also has deep roots in
the construction industry. In
his younger days he worked as
a general labourer at construction sites on which his father,
Rocco Versace, plied his trade as
a master carpenter.
“The awards make an important contribution to the local
construction industry,” said
Versace. “T here is so much
good construction in the Lower
Mainland, especially in the ICI
[industrial, commercial and institutional] sector, that doesn’t
get the attention it deserves. But
the industry knows what it takes
to build them, and it celebrates
its successes and learns from
them.” •
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KUDOS: Silver Awards pay tribute to top B.C. builders
Gold Awards to be announced October 23
By Brigitte Petersen

T

he Vancouver Regional
Construction Association had a record number
of submissions for this year’s
Awards of Excellence, receiving 205 nominations with a total
construction value of more than
$2 billion.
The annual awards, which celebrate the industry’s top projects
and companies across B.C., mark
their 30th anniversary this year
(see story on page B2).
This year, 49 Silver Award winners, ranging from industrial to
commercial and institutional
projects, were selected in 15 project categories. Criteria included
the use of innovative techniques,
new materials and/or exceptional
project management.
Categories recognized general,
trade, mechanical and electrical
contractors and manufacturers
and suppliers who completed a
project, or part of a project, in the
past two years.
Submissions included a new
hotel and casino, post-secondary
facilities, student residences,
health-care facilities, a transit
station upgrade, hydroelectric
dam upgrades, port expansions,

tenant improvements to office
and retail spaces, and residential
and mixed-used towers.
“Many of this year’s winners
are leading the way in reducing
the environmental impact of projects through use of new materials and technologies that both
enhance the quality of projects
and drive value to owners,” said
Fiona Famulak, president of the
Vancouver Regional Construction Association (VRCA).
General contractors
In the General Contractors over
$50 Million category, the B.C.
division of EllisDon Corp. won for
its role in the nearly $123 million
Emily Carr University of Art +
Design project, a public-private
partnership.
Led by EllisDon, the Applied
Arts Partners consortium financed, designed and built the
280,000-square-foot university. Accommodating more than
1,800 students, the new facility,
designed by Vancouver-based
Chernoff Thompson Architects
and Toronto-based Diamond
Schmitt Architects, features an
energy-reducing passive strategy, providing thermal efficiency
and a 30% window-to-wall ratio,

The 280,000-square-foot Emily Carr University of Art + Design project earned Silver Awards for
the B.C. division of EllisDon in the General Contractors over $50 Million category; for Houle Electric
in the Electrical Contractors over $5 Million category; and for Holmes & Brakel in the Manufacturers
and Suppliers category | EllisDon Corp.

and includes contemporary Aboriginal design elements.
“Balancing esthetics, functionality and cost, EllisDon and the
team developed unique design
solutions that make this building
truly one of a kind,” said project
manager Mallory Zimmerman.
Innovations included using
specialty steel studs and drywall adhesive to achieve acoustic

requirements while minimizing
wall thickness, and horizontal fire shutters at several large
floor openings to create open-air
spaces while maintaining necessary fire separation between
floors.
Through a joint venture with
Balfour Beatty, Vancouver-based
Ledcor Construction Ltd. also
received a Silver Award in the

largest general contractor category for its involvement in the
$345 million Teck Acute Care
Centre, as part of the BC Children’s and BC Women’s Hospitals
Redevelopment Project Phase 2.
Also winning silvers in this category were FRPD-BEL Gateway
Joint Venture for the Fairview
Continued on page B4
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Container Terminal Phase 2
north expansion and ITC Construction Group for 3 Civic Plaza.
Vancouver-based Smith Bros.
& Wilson (B.C.) Ltd. (SBW) won
two Silver Awards in the General Contractors $15 Million to
$50 Million category for its involvement in the Surrey Biofuel
Facility and the West Vancouver Public Service and Municipal Hall building projects. Also
winning in this category were:
Graham Construction and Engineering LP for the Metrotown
SkyTrain station and exchange
upgrade; Graham Infrastructure LP for the Burrard Bridge
rehabilitation; and Urban One
Construction Management Inc.
for the University of British Columbia (UBC) Brock Commons
Phase 1 student residence.
Designed by Dialog, the $28.6
million West Vancouver Public Service and Municipal Hall
building project involved adding a police services building,
increasing the size of city hall
and constructing a new parking
structure. SBW needed to tie into
an occupied building, replace the
facade and switch over the electrical, sanitary and storm systems
while maintaining operations,
and build a new parking area.
SBW worked with key trade
subcontractors and consultants
to overcome challenges – from
constructing a post-disaster
building to working in a compressed time frame. The company
worked with the structural engineer and formwork systems to
design a flat-slab Skydeck forming system to save time.
“With the help of the entire
team, we managed to prioritize
tender packages and fast-track
the project to meet the firm deadline of the West Vancouver police to move into the facility on
time,” said project manager Gary
Cheema.
Silver Award winners in the
General Contractors under $15
Million category were: Jacob Bros.
Construction Ltd. for the Jacob
Bros. Construction office and
maintenance facility; Peter Kiewit Sons ULC for the Powell Spillgate rehabilitation installation;
and Vancouver Pile Driving Ltd.
for the Viterra Pacific Terminal
ship-loading system upgrade.
Tenant improvement
Winning in the General Contractors Tenant Improvement
category were: Turner Construction Co. for its work at Metro
Vancouver headquarters; ETRO
Construction Ltd. for Parq Vancouver; ICE Development Ltd. for
the BC Liquor Store at Park Royal;
and Ledcor for the Bass Pro Shops
Outdoor World in Tsawwassen.
Trade contractors
Silver winners in the Trade Contractors over $7 Million (Director’s Trade Award) category were:

Westcoast Cutting & Coring Group won two Silver Awards – in the Trade Contractors over $7 Million (Director’s Trade Award) and the
Trade Contractors $3 Million to $7 Million (Founder’s Trade Award) categories – for its work on the Ruskin Dam, a 110-metre-long,
59-metre-high concrete gravity dam in Mission | Westcoast Cutting & Coring Ltd.

Vancouver-based Smith Bros. & Wilson added a police services
building, increased the size of city hall and constructed a new
parking structure for the West Vancouver Public Service and
Municipal Hall building project to win a Silver Award in the
General Contractors $15 Million to $50 Million category. The
project also earned Division 15 Mechanical a Silver Award in the
Mechanical Contractors $3 Million to $9 Million category | Smith
Bros. & Wilson (B.C.) Ltd.

Ebenisterie Beaubois for Parq
Vancouver; Starline Windows for
3 Civic Plaza; and Westcoast Cutting & Coring Group Ltd. (WCC)
for the Ruskin Dam and Powerhouse upgrade.
The $14 million Ruskin Dam
project – for which WCC won
two Silver Awards – was one of
the largest concrete sawing and
drilling contracts in Canada. For
its work, the Concrete Sawing &
Drilling Association awarded the
New Westminster-based company the 2018 Top Job Award in

North America.
Located i n M ission, the
structure is a 110-metre-long,
59-metre-high concrete gravity
dam. The work involved diamond
saw cutting and removal of existing piers, bridge deck and a section of the spillway. Deep-hole
drilling was needed to install seismic anchoring and a spillway surface. Much of the work was done
on a 60-degree sloped spillway
with limited access. A one-inch
tolerance for formwork required
precise concrete saw cutting, and

the reservoir below held spawning
salmon, making wildlife protection critical.
“Concrete sawing and drilling
projects of this magnitude do not
come up very often across Canada, so this one was a real feather
in our cap,” said WCC partner
Dario Babic. “The demolition
scope of work was behind schedule when we took over, and when
we left, the project was ahead of
schedule and under budget.”
Winning in the Trade Contractors $3 Million to $7 Million
(Founder’s Trade Award) category
were: Glastech Glazing Contractors Ltd. for Parq Vancouver; Phoenix Glass Inc. for its work at 1245
Harwood; and WCC again for the
Ruskin Dam upgrade.
Taking home awards in the
Trade Contractors $1 Million
to $3 Million (President’s Trade
Award) category were: Columbia
Glazing Systems Inc. for Five Ten
Seymour; Keith Panel Systems for
the Polygon Gallery; and Rufus
Enterprises Ltd. for its work at
Bass Pro Shops Outdoor World.
Winners in the Trade Contractors up to $1 Million (Chairman’s
Trade Award) category were:
CentiMark Ltd. for its work at Bass
Pro Shops Outdoor World; Horizon Landscape Contractors Inc.
for the South Surrey Operations
Yard; and Seagate Structures
Ltd. for the UBC Brock Commons
Phase 1 student residence.
Mechanical contractors
Winning in the Mechanical Contractors over $9 Million category

were: Fred Welsh Ltd. for its work
on the second phase of the BC
Ch ild ren’s and BC Women’s
Hospitals Redevelopment Project Phase 2; PMB Joint Venture
for Parq Vancouver; and Sentrax
Mechanical for 3 Civic Plaza.
Taking home Silver Awards in
the Mechanical Contractors $3
Million to $9 Million category
were: Division 15 Mechanical Ltd.
for the West Vancouver Public Service and Municipal Hall
building; Sentrax Mechanical for
Ellsworth; and Trotter & Morton
Building Technologies Inc. for
Phase 1 of the UBC Brock Commons student residence.
Winners in the Mechanical
Contractors up to $3 Million category were: Black & McDonald for
the Metrotown SkyTrain station
and exchange upgrade; Gisborne
Industrial Construction Ltd. for
the BC Hydro Wahleach Powerhouse fire protection system; and
PMB Joint Venture again for Parq
Vancouver.
Electrical contractors
Burnaby-based Houle Electric Ltd.
won four Silver Awards in three
award categories. In the Electrical
Contractors over $5 Million category, Houle won two awards:
one for its work on the Emily Carr
University of Art + Design project and one for Parq Vancouver.
Houle also won Silver Awards
in the Electrical Contractors $2
Million to $5 Million category for
the Fairview Container Terminal
Phase 2 north expansion, and in
the Electrical Contractors up to $2
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Downtown Vancouver’s new Parq Vancouver development earned contractors a
total of six Silver Awards in various categories | Houle Electric Ltd.

Million slot for the Victoria International Airport hold-baggage
screening recapitalization project.
For its nearly $56 million Parq
Vancouver project, Houle was
tasked with the base-building
electrical work. The 1.2-millionsquare-foot resort and casino
project consisted of four levels of
underground parking, two luxury
resort hotels, ground-floor retail, a 72,000-square-foot casino,
conference centre, fitness centre,
spa, five restaurants and three
bars with exterior space.
With the large project located
in downtown Vancouver, material handling was the biggest
challenge.
“Houle successfully implemented various lean-construction
concepts to minimize time wasted on site,” said project manager
Reuben James. “By keeping our
electricians close to their work
area and reducing the amount
of time they spent ordering material, they were able to focus
on planning and construction of
the building to meet the intense
schedule demands.”
Coqu it l a m-based Western
Pacific Enterprises Ltd. also stood
out in the electrical contractors
categories, winning three Silver Awards for its work on the
Campbell River water treatment
building, Victoria’s Johnson Street
bridge – both in the Electrical
Contractors $2 Million to $5 Million category – and the Deltaport
rail maintenance building in the
Electrical Contractors up to $2
Million slot.
For the $3.2 million Johnson
Street bridge project, Western Pacific provided labour,

installation material and equipment, electrical works, traffic control signals and roadway
lighting. The project involved
installing a new, 46-metre-long,
single-leaf bascule bridge – the
largest in Canada – across the
narrows of Victoria’s inner harbour. Western Pacific carried out
extensive prefab efforts and devised access solutions to perform
installations while ensuring the
crew’s safety.
“The project’s dynamic schedule, coupled with the logistical
challenges of working over the
water, meant that our team always had to be thinking two steps
ahead,” said Tom Butterfield,
Western Pacific’s commercial and
industrial division manager.
Allteck Line Contractors Inc. also
won a Silver Award in the Electrical Contractors over $5 Million
category for the Shinish-Pennask
34.5-kilovolt wind project, while
Status Electrical Corp. won an
Electrical Contractors up to $2
Million Silver Award for its work
on the first phase of the Fraser
Valley Cancer Centre ambulatory care unit and chemotherapy
expansion.
Manufacturers and
suppliers
Silver winners in the Manufacturers and Suppliers category were:
Amico Accessories Inc. for its
work on the BC Children’s and
BC Women’s Hospitals Redevelopment Project Phase 2; Engineered Assemblies for the Langara
College Science and Technology
Building; and Holmes & Brakel for
its work at Emily Carr University
of Art + Design.

Western Pacific Enterprises won a Silver Award in the Electrical Contractors
$2 Million to $5 Million category for its work on Victoria’s Johnson Street
bridge | Western Pacific Enterprises Ltd.

Recognizing the best
Categories include: Lifetime
Winners will be honoured at the Achievement; Education LeaderAwards of Excellence gala on Oc- ship; Outstanding Woman in
tober 23 at Vancouver Conven- Construction; Innovation and
tion Centre West, where one from Productivity; Safety; VRCA Memeach category will receive a Gold ber of the Year; U40 Excellence in
Construction; and Construction
Award.
The VRCA will also present Out- Workplace Health and Safety. One
standing Achievement Awards individual who has made signifito companies and individuals cant contributions to the indusBIV_Quarter-page-2018.pdf
1
2018-07-05
AM
demonstrating commitment
to try and the
association11:08
will also
the industry and community. receive a VRCA life membership.

“During judging, we encounter
special individuals and companies
that contribute to our success in
parallel ways. They are below the
radar, and often, in addition to
being involved in the major projects, many of the companies and
individuals provide leadership and
innovations that transfer to our
overall excellence,” said Tony Everett, co-chair of VRCA’s Awards
of Excellence committee. •
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Tom Butterfield, Commercial and industrial division manager, Western Pacific Enterprises

The [Johnson Street bridge] project’s dynamic
schedule, coupled with the logistical challenges of
working over the water, meant that our team always
had to be thinking two steps ahead

For more information please call us at
604-638-1212 or visit our website at
www.walesmclelland.com
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Constructive Comment

Collaboration key to solving construction industry’s many challenges
Unexpected changes in federal and provincial government policy, regulations
and taxation rules are making it increasingly difficult to do business

We want to see
governments at all
levels engage with our
industry in a spirit of
true collaboration

BY Fiona Famulak

B

rit ish Colu mbia’s construction industry is busy
– very busy – and yet it is
becoming increasingly difficult
for companies to do business in
this province. At first blush, the
statement may not add up. How
can a company be busy and also
struggle to do business?
Our industry comprises
23,569 companies, employs over
250,000 men and women and
contributes 9% to the provincial
gross domestic product. B.C. has
approximately $325 billion in proposed construction projects on its
books, and our industry delivers
roughly $15 billion in completed
projects each year.
With approximately one million
newcomers expected to arrive in
Metro Vancouver by 2041, and a
legislated mandate to build residential and commercial buildings to zero-emissions building
standards by 2025 in Vancouver
and by 2032 across B.C., there
are few signs that demand for
construction services will slow
in the near future.
Yet, while the industry is focused on building faster, greener
and more productively than ever,
the extent and pace of unexpected changes in both federal and
provincial government policy,
regulations and taxation rules are
making it increasingly difficult
to do business. Let me provide
context in a number of examples.
T he B.C. gover n ment a nnounced the employer health
tax (EHT) last February when
it unveiled its new budget. This
payroll tax will shift the responsibility for paying Medical
Services Plan premiums from
the employee to the employer,
and will increase the cost of doing business for many of our
members.
Granted, the EHT doesn’t hit
the construction industry any

harder than it does other industries. However, unlike other sectors, the construction industry
has been dogged for decades by
the lack of prompt payment for
construction work completed.
Estimates suggest there is approximately $4 billion tied up in
unpaid contracts, which puts an
unnecessary financial burden on
our small businesses and prevents
them from investing in people,
machinery and innovation.
Therefore, the EHT payments
will be another expense that a
contractor must pay while perhaps waiting to be paid by the
owner or contractor that engaged
them. Without adequate cash
flow, even the busiest company
can flounder financially.
The construction industry is
also racing to understand and
ad apt to t he dem a nd s f rom
various levels of government
interested in advancing social
objectives through a community benefits agreement that is
attached to a project at the tendering stage.
The Government of Canada was
the first level of government to
introduce a formal community employment benefits policy
in June when it released its updated Investing in Canada plan.
Under this plan, recipients of federal funding for new major public infrastructure projects will
now be asked to pursue targeted
efforts to contribute to the employment, economic and social
benefits of a community.
This is problematic. The Vancouver Regional Construction
Association (V RCA) – a long
with its provincial and national
partners – is opposed to using
the procurement of construction
services to advance unrelated
community benefits and other
public policy objectives where
they jeopardize the integrity of
the competitive bid system and
result in an unpredictable, unfair
and opaque procurement process.
If the government wants community benefits in its projects,
then we believe these need to
be clearly laid out in the tender
documents, and each contractor
should have equal opportunity to
price the work required.
In July, Premier John Horgan
announced a similar set of criteria for infrastructure projects
in B.C. using the province’s own
community benefits agreement
(CBA). In addition to its goal of
increasing apprenticeships and
creating jobs for women and
other under-represented groups,
B.C.’s CBA prescribes that all employees working on the project
join affiliated unions.
VRCA represents both union
and non-union companies. We
also believe community benefits agreements can be a useful

public policy tool, provided there
is adequate industry engagement
prior to their rollout. This CBA
did not include adequate industry
engagement.
As a result, we do not support
the provincial government’s
CBA because of the way it was
negotiated, because it is prescriptive and because it will have
far-reaching consequences on
our industry. We expect the CBA
to limit bidding opportunities for
local companies, make it more
challenging to hire workers and
drive up the cost of construction. None of these consequences
result in best value for taxpayers’
dollars.
At the time of writing, we are
hearing that a number of municipalities are creating their own
community benefits policies. In
fact, by the time this edition of
Construction in Vancouver hits
the streets, it’s likely we will
have seen and commented on the
policy developed by the City of
Vancouver.
Lastly, our members’ businesses are also affected by the
Canadian tariffs on steel and
aluminum imported from the
U.S., which are driving up the
cost of construction.

This, together with the parallel
discussion at the federal level regarding whether the government
should introduce safeguards –
such as quotas – to limit imports
of cheap steel from non-U.S.
countries will only exacerbate
the situation, slow construction
and facilitate cost escalation.
What’s the solution? We want to
see governments at all levels engage with our industry in a spirit
of true collaboration.
Not possible, you say. We disagree. We’re seeing it first-hand
with the City of Vancouver and
how it partnered with VRCA
and other industry stakeholders to establish the Zero Emissions Building Exchange to help
industry be ready to meet the
city’s mandate of zero-emissions
buildings by 2025. The city could
have dictated to industry how to
approach the challenge; instead,
it engaged us and is working with
us to understand industry’s needs
and to collect feedback that will
ultimately help shape the city’s
policies.
Moreover, in view of the extent and fast pace of changes to
government policy, regulations
and taxation, it is imperative that
our industry associations and the

broader business community also
collaborate to represent our respective members and industry
at large in the most effective way.
Not possible, you say again. We
disagree. VRCA is proud to be
working with a variety of industry
associations and business organizations that share the common
desire to cut through decadesold politics to best represent our
industry. It’s refreshing. Some
call it progressive! It’s simply the
right thing to do.
B.C.’s economy is a leading
economy in Canada. Its construction industry is the crown jewel in
the national construction landscape. Both unionized and openshop companies have contributed
to our industry’s success.
Through its advocacy efforts,
VRCA is committed to working
with its members and partners
to ensure our industry holds its
ground.•
Fiona Famulak is president of the
Vancouver Regional Cons truc tion
Association, B.C.’s largest and most
inclusive regional construction association
representing professionals who service the
industrial, commercial and institutional
construction industry. She can be reached
at president@vrca.ca.

Is your employee benefits
plan as flexible as you are?
Ommm… we offer plan flexibility along with great
service and experts every step of the way so that you can
get on with your business (or your yoga class). Give us a
call for a benefits plan that works for you.

Built for the construction industry.

info@bccabenefits.ca
www.bccabenefits.ca
1 800 665 1077
604 683 7353
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Confidence in Canada key to construction industry growth
CCA efforts support steel and aluminum tariff mitigation, community benefits and prompt-payment legislation

BY Mary Van Buren

O

ver the past year, the Canadian Construction Association (CCA) has become
increasingly vocal about the federal government’s need to create and maintain an attractive,
consistent and fair investment
climate.

We are concerned
about any legislation
that may add
further regulatory
requirements to access
federal infrastructure
funding, reduce
productivity and
increase uncertainty

Pushing for steel and
aluminum tariff mitigation
and an end to the trade war
The United States’ decision to
unfairly impose tariffs on Canada for the import of steel and
aluminum will hurt the construction industry, its workers a nd f u nda menta l ly a l l
Ca nad ia ns by ra isi ng prices
for consu mers and reducing
competitiveness.
The CCA has made two separate submissions to encourage the
government to successfully conclude the trade negotiations as
well as to seek mitigation including accelerating depreciation,
investing in a construction R&D
fund and establishing a mechanism to protect contractors against
price fluctuations due to steel and
aluminum tariffs for all federal
Public Services and Procurement
Canada and infrastructure program contracts.

“Community benefits” need
to be aligned with industry
best practices
As part of the Investing in Canada plan, recipients of federal
funding for new major public
infrastructure projects will now
be asked to pursue targeted efforts to contribute to the employment, economic and social
benefits of the community.
There are two aspects to commu n ity benef its: (1) t he requirement on who and/or what
percentage of workers must be
hired from government-determined segments; and (2) the
requirement on additional deliverables, say, a park, that are
outside the scope of the project
and may not even be defined.
The CCA’s primary concern
w ith bi l l C-3 4 4 – An Act to
Amend the Department of Public
Works and Government Services
Act (Community Benefit) – and
the framework is that these may
lead to an unpredictable, unfair
and opaque procurement process.
We have seen this very situation recently in B.C. and worked
closely with the British Columbia
Construction Association and
Vancouver Regional Construction
Association to share and align our
advocacy efforts.
We are concerned about any

legislation that may add further regulatory requirements
to access federal infrastructure
funding, reduce productivity and
increase uncertainty. Ultimately,
this may have a negative effect
on the government’s agenda to
invest in infrastructure, because
the industry does not have sufficient workforce in the targeted
groups, leading to more delays.
You can help by using the hashtag #CDNConstructionGives
when tweeting about causes you
support. Together, we will show
the government the generosity
of the industry and get you the
credit you deserve.
Community benefits
approach and productivity
at the centre of CCA’s prebudget submission
The CCA’s written submission included six recommendations. The
first three relate to accelerating
community benefits by removing barriers, while the last three
aim to encourage productivity
through innovation funding and
tax reform. The CCA’s submission is posted on cca-acc.com.
CCA is facilitating industry
views on federal promptpayment legislation
The CCA successfully advocated

for securing a consultative process to lead to consensus on
federal payment legislation. On
August 2, 2018, the government
shared the results of that review.
The Singleton Reynolds report is
posted on cca-acc.com. On balance, the CCA supported much
of the report and provided commentary back to Singleton Reynolds for consideration prior to
the drafting of legislation. The
CCA is urging the government
to work with provincial counterparts to align federal and provincial legislation for ease of doing
business.
Let’s stay in contact
The CCA is advancing over 15
advocacy files at any one time.
From cannabis in the workplace
to quality of asphalt and fighting
against reprisal clauses, we are
working for you. Please email
me at mva nbu ren@cca-acc.
com if you have any feedback or
comments on how the CCA can
serve you better. I hope to see
you at our 2019 conference in
balmy Bermuda! Visit the CCA
website for more information
and bit.ly/ccasubscribe to receive
updates. •
Mary Van Buren is president of the Can
adian Construction Association.

PHILANTHROPY: ‘Here for Good’
legacy funds building the future
Mott Electric GP gives back to construction industry, community
BY the Construction
Foundation of BC

W

hen we stand together
in support of the commu n ities i n wh ich
we live and work, great things
happen. Members of the construction industry across British Columbia are demonstrating
their commitment to the people
of the province, and one electrical trade contracting organization is taking its commitment one
step further.
“I believe in supporting the
community through the eyes of
our employees,” said Dan Mott,
president of Mott Electric GP.
“Our conscience lives in our employees, and helping them and
the causes they believe in drives
us to do better and be better – as
individuals, as an organization
and as a community.”
Mott Electric is know n for
its philanthropic efforts in the
Lower Mainland. Its employeedriven day of giving has raised
more than $1 million in support
of employee-picked charities,

Riley McBride (left), recent
recipient of a Mott Electric
GP Women in Electrical
Training bursary, with
Ellisha Mott, manager of
Mott Electric’s fibre optic
division | Submitted

and its recently launched Women
in Electrical Training Fund has
already awarded two bursaries.
“To get a scholarship like this
means a lot to me,” said Riley

McBride, a recent bursary recipient. “It shows me that there
is opportunity and acceptance
for women in the trade and that
there are organizations out there
who are supporting you and
backing you.”
Looking ahead, the Mott Electric GP Legacy Fund, a donoradvised fund administered by
the Construction Foundation
of BC, will provide support and
funding to issues related to developing the next generation of
skilled workers across British
Columbia.
“As a company that has been
around for 88 years, there is
nothing more important than
giving back to the industry and
community that has enabled us
to build a vibrant business in the
Lower Mainland,” said Ellisha
Mott, manager of Mott Electric’s
fibre optic division. “We wanted
to develop a mechanism that will
allow us to continue to give back
long into the future and believe
that this legacy fund is a good
way for us to accomplish this
mission.”

From corporate-sponsored
community gardens to unique
back-to-work programs, construction industry members
are giving back on big levels. As
British Columbia’s construction charity, the Construction
Foundation of BC is recognizing

industry members who are “Here
for Good.”
If you would like to nominate
an individual or company that is
“Here for Good,” please contact
the Construction Foundation of
BC at pr@constructionfoundation.ca. •

WE SHARE OUR EXPERIENCE.
WE DELIVER DYNAMIC SOLUTIONS.
WE BUILD STRONG RELATIONSHIPS.

National Soccer Development Centre at UBC
Photographer: Walter Payne
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‘Clear and precise’ language a must in pay-when-paid clauses
Courts have been hesitant to penalize trade contractors by enforcing this type of clause
BY Norm Streu and
Christopher Hirst

W

Unlike other conditions
precedent that
generally depend on
the conduct of the
trade contractor, paywhen-paid clauses
are activated by a
non-paying owner,
a situation trade
contractors have no
control over

hen an owner refuses
to pay its prime contractor, does the prime
contractor in turn still have to
pay its trade contractor? Many
prime contractors anticipate this
risk and attempt to shift it to the
trade contractor with contracts
that incorporate pay-when-paid
clauses, clauses that provide the
trade contractor will be paid only
if and when the prime contractor
is paid. What do courts think of
these clauses?
The issue with true pay-whenpaid clauses is that they are effectively a condition precedent in
a contract. Conditions precedent
are not in themselves unusual
or unreasonable. For example, a
general contractor may include a
clause that unless appropriate insurance documentation or bonds
are submitted, there is no obligation to pay. What is unusual, and
arguably unreasonable, about
a pay-when-paid clause is that
unlike other conditions precedent that generally depend on the
conduct of the trade contractor,
pay-when-paid clauses are activated by a non-paying owner, a
situation trade contractors have
no control over. For this reason, courts have been hesitant
to penalize trade contractors by

enforcing this type of clause.
The most recent decision to look
at this issue is from the Yukon,
where the Yukon Supreme Court,
in Cardinal Contracting Ltd. v.
Seko Construction (Vancouver)
Ltd., considered the following
clause that the general contractor, Seko Construction, argued
was a pay-when-paid clause:
“ Pay m e nt s s h a l l b e m a d e
monthly on progress estimates
as approved by the Contractor
covering 90% of the value of the
Work completed by the Subcontractor to the end of the previous month: such payments to be
made 7 days after the Contractor
receives payment for such Work
from the Owner.”
Counsel for Cardinal Contracting, the trade contractor, argued
that the above clause simply addressed the timing of payments
during the performance of the
contract and relied in argument
on the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal’s decision in Arnoldin Construction & Forms Ltd. v. Alta
Surety Co., where the clause at
issue read:
“The balance of the amount of
the requisition as approved by
the Contractor shall be due to the
Subcontractor on or about one
day after receipt by the Contractor of payment from the owners.”
In that case, the Nova Scotia
Court of Appeal ruled that the

clause was not a pay-when-paid
clause. The court stated that
to be a condition precedent the
wording would require much
clearer language than the “obscure” language of the contract
used in the case before it.
Counsel for Seko Construction,
on the other hand, relied on the
Ontario Court of Appeal in Timbro Developments Ltd. v. Grimsby Diesel Motors Inc. (which the
Nova Scotia Court of Appeal had
declined to follow), where the
Ontario court found on the basis
of the following wording that the
payment clause at issue was a
pay-when-paid clause:
“When used for sub-contract
work the following terms will
apply: Payments will be made not
more than thirty (30) days after
the submission date or ten (10)
days after certification or when
we have been paid by the owner,
whichever is the later.”
The Yukon court chose to follow the Nova Scotia Court of
Appeal and ruled in favour of
Cardinal, finding that the words
in the contract before it were
not as “clear and precise” as the
clause before the Ontario court
in Timbro. It held, therefore, that
the payment clause was a timing
clause rather than a pay-whenpaid clause, and since the court
could find no clear wording in
the subcontract before it that the

payment was conditional on the
owner paying Seko Construction,
it ordered that the outstanding contract balance should be
paid to Cardinal regardless of
whether the owner had paid Seko
Construction.
The Yukon decision follows the
more recent trend in the case law
on this issue, which suggests that
only the most explicit and clearly
drafted pay-when-paid clauses
will be enforced by the courts.
If you are a trade contractor,
you should look closely at the
payment clauses in proposed
contracts to determine whether
the general contractor is attempting to shift the risk of
non-payment onto you and, if so,
whether you are prepared to take
that risk in the circumstances of
that project.
If you are a general contractor
who is using such clauses, you
should be aware that their use is
being questioned by the courts,
and their enforceability will in
all likelihood depend on whether the contract has explicitly
transferred this risk to the trade
contractor. •
Norm Streu is president and chief
operating officer of the LMS Reinforcing
Steel Group. Christopher Hirst is a partner
and leader of the construction and
engineering group at Alexander Holburn
Beaudin + Lang LLP.

250,000 construction voices must be heard
Provincial government’s new project labour agreement compromises industry’s productivity
BY Chris Atchison

T
Construction experts
know that conscripting
the workforce into a
designated union is
not the way to achieve
workforce goals or get
projects built on time
and within budget

his may be the most critical
time for B.C.’s industrial,
commercial and institutional construction industry in 25
years – and for the non-partisan
associations that represent it.
With the July signing of a project labour agreement loosely
disguised as a community benefits agreement (CBA), introduced
as policy without parliamentary debate or adequate industry
consultation, B.C.’s coalition
government is compromising the
productivity of the No. 1 employer
in the province’s goods sector.
Premier John Horgan’s stated
goal for the CBA is to provide good
jobs for local workers, support local businesses, train apprentices
and ensure infrastructure projects
are on time and on budget.
Industry shares these goals. We
strive to achieve them every working day. We hire locally and train
apprentices and require safety
credentials because it is in our
interest to do so. We operate in a
free-market system where competitive wages, benefits, training
and perks are essential to acquire
and retain the skilled workforce

employers need.
The problem is this: the government claims that to achieve
these workforce goals, 100% of
construction workers on public projects governed by a CBA
must join the BC Building Trades
(BCBT) union. No exceptions.
All employees will work for a new
government Crown corporation
(BC Infrastructure Benefits Inc.),
which will have all the legal rights
of an employer, from hiring to
discipline. All workers are bound
by BCBT agreements.
That’s why we have to raise our
voices: there is a fundamental
disconnect between the goal and
the means. The CBA amounts to
conscription of our workforce and
contravenes our right to freedom
of assembly under the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Unions play a role, but it must be
a choice to join one.
Speak up now, or what starts
with the Pattullo Bridge project
will end with hospital and school
projects in your community.
We cannot allow our government to alienate 80% of B.C.’s
contractors:
•Construction has one of the lowest union densities at 19%.

•We face skilled labour shortages:

the 2018 BuildForce Canada estimate is 12,000 workers.
•We struggle to attract young
people, who are the least likely
demographic to join a union and
are now unionized in our sector
at a rate 50% lower than in 1981.
•B.C. is experiencing the lowest unemployment rate in a
generation and the highest job
vacancy rate in the country at
4.2%, making it even harder to
find workers.
•Our government is already challenged to reliably attract enough
compliant bids to public projects, and there is $6 billion
worth of Premier Horgan’s social
housing coming to tender.
Construction experts know that
conscripting the workforce into a
designated union is not the way
to achieve workforce goals or get
projects built on time and within
budget. Government should be
an owner of choice, not an owner
to avoid.
The British Columbia Construction Association (BCCA) and its
partner network of regional construction associations collectively serve more than 10,000 of
the roughly 24,000 construction

companies that BC Stats classifies as industrial, commercial and
institutional construction. We
represent union and open-shop
employers alike. We seek to ensure
that B.C.’s construction industry
is resilient and productive.
Our members are concerned that
the CBA undermines the role of
the employer in our industry, regardless of labour affiliation. We
seek to make sure those concerns
are heard but also to find a collaborative solution that works for all.
At BCCA town halls on this
issue, the vast majority of members polled (96%) said they would
be less likely to bid on government
projects if the CBA is applied.
To add your voice to the discussion: (1) take three minutes to send
an automated letter to the premier, your MLA and your MP from
voices.bccassn.com; and (2) support your regional construction
association with a membership as
we advocate on behalf of industry
– go to bccassn.com/membership.
We’re in this together: 251,707
workers and 24,000 businesses.
That’s our power: let’s use it. •
Chris Atchison is president of the British
Columbia Construction Association.

